
FEARLESS QUESTIONING (II) THINK, PAIR SHARE
Fearless Teachers attempt to change their habits and Fearless Learners understand the importance of
questioning. This Spotlight is the second in a series that looks at our repertoire of effective questioning
techniques. There are many times during a learning sequence when it is beneficial for students to engage in a
structured discussion. Pairs are the most powerful way to involve all students in rehearsing and sharing ideas
as part of the flow of responsive teaching. Used well we can switch from whole-class listening back to paired
discussion in a dynamic, orderly routine providing all students the opportunity to talk in a productive manner. 
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In a similar way to cold calling, set a question for everyone to discuss
It is helpful to set precise goals; ‘’list five key features of…..’’ ‘’explain the process
in four bullet points’’
Set a precise time frame - ensuring short, purposeful and energetic discussions;
‘’you’ve got three minutes to explain the method to question 7’’ 

Routine is important - have pre-determined talk partners
Think about pairings so that one person does not dominate

THINK, PAIR, SHARE
 

An optional feature is to give students time to think individually  before
they turn to their partners
This makes sure every member of the class engages in generative thinking
The disadvantage is that it can take up valuable time

The power of this technique lies in hearing what students say to each other
Circulate around the class as they share their ideas
Pick up particularly interesting ideas, misconceptions or subtle technicalities
Nudge to keep discussions focused

 

Crucially at the end of the time use ''signal, pause, insist'' to bring the class to attention
Sample the discussions by choosing who to respond, as with cold calling
Be specific about which of the pair you want to answer; ‘’Emma, what were you and
Lucy discussing?'

Final Thoughts: We can support our students
to become more confident by using Think,
Pair, Share. They can road test ideas and think-
pair-share forces us to ask better questions. 
Taken from ''Teaching Walkthrus'' ~
Sherrington and Caviglioli


